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1 Rohingyas i Economic slowdown 1 urban challenges

Rohingyan crisis

→ Rohingyas are ethnic muslins minority
group living primarily In Myanmar 's Western B

Rakhlnie state INDIA MYANMAR

→ Crisis

•

radar
→

it Is a humanitarian crisis and has RAKMNES

implications on the region .
The violence

inflicted by the Myanmar 's dominant

Budhist groups and the unfair treatment •

by the govt have resulted lakhs of Rohingyas Andaman

to Hee the country
→ Many refugees are

'

crossing into Bangladesh ,

.

MALAYSIA
India and to South East Asian countries

→ the present Crisis has its origin in the

clearance operationscarried out by army Wboneia

to root out the rohingyan insurgents

→ India's stance on Rohingyas
→ Gout decided to deport Rohingyas
→ Intelligence agencies says Rohingyas are threat to security because some

of them are involved in terrorism

→Home Ministry says that they are illegal Immigrants

→ India refugee policy
→ India has not signed the 1951 Convention of UNHCR nor its 1967 protect

so Is not bound to take refugees
→ However UNHCR praised India as a host country .

India traditionally
welcomed refugees . Eg : Tripura accepted refugees from East Pakistan

in 1971
.
and Tamil Nadu welcomed Sri Lankan refugees
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Criticism on India's response to the Rohingyan crisis

→ India 's stance Is criticised as a sign of worsening polity
→ There Is

increasing
chauvinism

→ BR Ambedkar warned that
"

democracy Is Only a top . dressing on Indian soil which Is

essentially undemocratic "
. Our elected representatives would have to work hard

to give people the education
, Income and opportunity that would enable

them to display tolerance towards each other '

.

2 Economic slowdown

→ Economic growth has slowed for five consecutive quarters

→ why growth matters

more more more
> >

national income tax revenue public goods
Economic

growth
Economic > demand for >

more

growth goods employment
^

→ other concern

→ Provide employment to youth entering the labour force
→ Measures

→

'

labour market reforms
→ land reforms
→

'

ease of doing business
'

→ facilitate investment and capital formation

→ Public investment

Benefits challenges

increased increase increase → Higher deficit
→ > >

public invest demand growth → inflation
→ expand public Investment in infrastructure → insufficient demand Is due to

disruption in production
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3 urban chailenges

→ incidents →
Elphin stone railway station Stampede

→ heavy rain and Hooding last month brought the city to halt

→ issues

→ transformation of the area without any adaptive response
from the authorities to address the transportation challenges

→ the creation of Bandra Kuna Complex ,
a planned business district

in the middle of the city has put pressure on the railway
stations that connect to the area

→
Lack of coordination among the public authorities undertaking
civic and infrastructure related functions . Eg Munuipal Corporation ,

MMRDA
,

MSRDC
, Railways etc

→
lack of adaptive and flexible planning process

→ way forward
→ A single coordinating agency and It should be accountable to citizens
→ 74 th amendment act provides for MPC - Metropolitan Planning

committees
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I Police reforms

ISSUES

→ Politicisation of police
→ lack of peoples

' trust in police
→ lack of competence of police
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→ SC directions

→ Sc in Prakash Singh ✓ Is UOI case had issued seven binding
directions to implement police reforms

→ Indian Police Foundation was inaugurated In 2015 to put pressure
on state gouts to implement the sc directions on police reforms

→ way forward
→ Implementation of lokpal
→ professional isation and modernisation of police

2 Economic slowdown

→ Slowdownchallenge
Declining→

low investor Reasons
→

lack of trust in got
GDP confidence → socio - political
T I developments

→ lack of pvt sector investment

→ increasing burden of bad loans In Banks

Measures

→ Keynesian solution - countercyclical policy → injection of fiscal and

monetary stimulas
→ Insolvency and bankruptcy code

→

'

Bad Bank '

→ reduce corporate income tax to 251

→ Increase gout spending in four areas

→ recapitalisation of banks / bad bank

→ wage subsidy to labour

intensive
sectors

→ give boost to affordable housing
→ focus on labour intensive exports
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' Simultaneous polls - EC i West Asia - Iran ' Monetary policy i chemistry . Nobel Prize
2 Doklam 2 Draft National

Energy policy

West Asia - Iran nuclear deal

challenges in West Asia

→ geopolitical uncertainty
→ Syrian crisis

→ Turkey Europe relations

→ Gcc and Qatar
→ Bls and Kurds

→ Concerns regarding Iran nuclear deal

→ JCPOA by Iran and 6 countries

limited Iran 's nuclear activity

For Treaty abrogation
→ Increased Europe - Iran Commerce

→
Present Us regime and Israel denounced

→ China and Russia would defy the deal

anymore Us sanctions on Iran →
concerns regarding trans support to

→ China provided $10bn Line of Hezbollah and other militant organisations
credit to Iran → Iran would consider re . starting Is

nuclear programme
→ probability of an armed conflict

→

implications

of abrogation of deal

→ Iran may unleash Shia militancy
→ Iran may support Afghan insurgents
→ escalation of soudi Iran tensions

→ risk of Us - Russia confrontation In West Asia

→ abrogation of the treaty would affect as credibility in future
diplomacy
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Implications for India

→ Energy security
→ chabahar Port development could face obstacles

→ Iran - Pakistan relations

→ spillover effects of the West Asian crisis

z Draft National Energy policy

→ DNEP predicts that between now and 2040 there will be quantum leap
in the uptake of Renewable energy together with drastic reduction

in fossil fuel energy intensity
→ India annual per . capita electricity consumption Is expected to triple
from 1075 kWh In 2015-16 to Over 2900kWh in 2040

→ DNEP assumes loot electrification in the near term

→ critical issues

→ Reliance on coal power
- DNEP proposes that coal will fuel 67% India power generation

In 2022

→ Ministry of coal continue to push its ambitious target to
raise coal production to l 's billion tonnes by 2020

→ Problems in power sector

→ power Industry suffers from bank loan defaults , Insolvency
and other legal proceedings

→ public and put power plants are running at 60% capacity
utilisation

→ increasing oil consumption
→ DNEP acknowledges Hat India's oil consumption has

grown 63% ( 2005 - 2016 period ) ,
whereas refining capacity

has grown only 151
.

→ Gas consumption has Increased 38% while production has

actually fallen Since 2012

→ Draft policy offers nothing to curtail import dependence
→ Electric vehicle

→ DNEP fails to highlight HE plans to move towards electric

vehicles
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→ Need of the hour

→ drafting committee need to examine the paradigm shift occurring
in storage and electric vehicles to promote new technologies In

renewable energy

RBI 's monetary policy

→ primary objective of MPC Is preservation of price stability
→ MPC decisions

-

MPC kept benchmark interest rates unchanged
-

MPC cut ME forecast for economic growth in the current fiscal
year In GVA terms to 6.7%

→ Reasons for RBI 's neutral stance

→ upward pressure on global crude prices
→ weaker Kharif crop Output and Is Impact on food prices
→ implications of farm loan waivers by States
→ States decision to implement their own salary and allowance increase

in the background of FCPC

→ rise in CPI inflation
→ response of household inflation expectations - expecting increase

in the general price level
→ global geopolitical uncertainty and volatility In financial markets

→ suggestions
→ recapitalisation of banks

→ simplification of GST regime
→ restart stalled public sector investment projects
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